
 

 

The journey of a thousand miles begins with one step.       -Lao Tzu 

                                                                     

 



 

From the editor’s desk 

It gives me immense pleasure to return with a brand new edition of Odyssey. 

`Odyssey’ is the adventurous journey of Odysseus, Homer’s hero, who faces 

various obstacles and surmounts them to return home, victorious and enriched by 

the tumultuous journey. It is a similar homecoming for our Secondary School 

students, who would undoubtedly be feeling the same high after successfully 

negotiating the twists and turns of their twelve years of school life. 

The contributions in this edition of Odyssey reflect the same high standards which 

our school has always been famous for. In this edition it is the budding poets who 

have contributed the most pieces, all of them well –crafted and refreshingly 

original flights of imagination. The sketches and paintings provide the colours 

(pardon the pun!) while the sedate prose pieces lend gravity and tone to the flow 

of creativity coursing through this magazine.  

As is my wont I have been minimalist in my role as the Chipper and Scraper; the 

pieces have been largely left as they are so that raw talent gets a chance to assert 

itself in all its glory. 

So here it is the new avatar of `The Odyssey 

Read and enjoy! 

Smita R Bhattathiripad  

Editor 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Message from the Principal 

Dear Reader, 

Greetings to you! 

 “Talent is God given”. Each and everyone born in this world are blessed with a 

talent or more. It is the talent of the self to identify the God given talent in 

him/her.  Let us comprehend the meaning of talent. Talent is not only being 

blessed with artistic skills, performing skills, oratory skills; it is also giving 

generously for the needy, sharing considerately   with others, caring genuinely  for 

the destitute etcetera.  Anything good in us is a great blessing from God.  

Exhibiting the talent is the greatest gift that we can give back to GOD. Let us make 

all the opportunity to exhibit the talent that we are blessed with.  

Amongst all the creation, man is the best as God has created man in the supreme 

image of himself. So, the very purpose of man in the world is to do God’s will. Let 

us persevere to do the will of God with all humility.  Keeping the talent covered 

under the earth is not a good idea of doing the will of GOD. Let us jet out the 

talent in us like spring water, which will be tasted and appreciated by everyone.  

Sometimes the hurdle that we may have to overcome to put forth the small, little, 

tiny talent in us could be fear of others, shyness, low self esteem. Let us shrug off 

from all these dust of trivial feelings which may be visible like knolls, to kindle the 

small or big talent in us to glorify the name of our creator. 

This magazine from senior school section is a paragon of the above mentioned 

meaning of talent. 

As parents and teachers let us appreciate the talent in our kids, facilitate them to 

nurture it, so that together we can bring a change in the world we live in. 

Best regards, 

Ms. Jessy Andrews 

 



 

Message from the Vice Principal 

 

Caring for children is an important task for the parents and the teachers. But most 

of the times, CARE TO A CHILD has been misunderstood and we aim at developing 

the child as a professional and mechanical tool who can mint money at the 

earliest with a label of qualifications and settle down in the society. Most of the 

times, we ride the child's mind, stuffing in,  with academic knowledge literally, 

without understanding the emotional block or suffering of the child which he/she 

is experiencing within. With this kind of care, are we able to bring in values and 

wisdom? Will these children show any emotional attachment to the parents and 

elders in future? The result- In the society, we see the parents who are not taken 

care of, when a stage in life comes for the parents to totally rely on these children 

and the easiest way the children decide for their parents is to leave them into the 

hands of so called 'Vruddashrams' or 'Old age homes'.  

Sometimes children find it difficult to adjust to the class, due to reasons such as 

problems in the sight or hearing or any other difficulty in learning a subject due to 

lack of concentration or disability in a particular subject. Such things have to be 

diagnosed in the initial stages by the teachers and parents and proper action has 

to be taken to treat, guide and help the child to come out of these difficulties. 

Bringing up a child as a great personality is challenging for the parent and the 

teacher.  

Madhavakripa school, Manipal blends in a number of activities along with 

academics, to manifest the cultual, literary, aesthetic, physical, social and 

emotional development in every child. I trust, you will be glad to capture those 

moments at MKS through this magazine. 
 

SUREKHA M.H. 

VICE PRINCIPAL,  

Madhava  Kripa  School. 



 

Message from the Coordinator 

 

School is a system, knowledge is the fuel driving it, teaching is the input, 

learning is the process and the success you attain is the output. 

  School dedicates itself for the all-round development of a child, in all 

aspects. Implementation of knowledge gained in real life gives wonderful 

experience for a child. Repository of such brilliant views, thoughts and 

experiences is our school magazine which surely needs a pat. 

This school magazine is the outcome of the joint efforts of the faculty and 

the students. I wish the students all the very best in their future endeavors.  

 

 

Santhan Asha C Rodrigues 

 Co-ordinator                                                                              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 The Outgoing Batch of Grade 12 students 

 

Grade 11 students 

 

 



 

 

Small Reasons 

Often there are days that come by 

When we feel that life seems to try 

When everything seems to go abysmal 

And we are sunk in dismal. 

It often starts with small reasons just piffle 

Like tripping over a stone or a quarrel over a trifle 

But often ends up ruining 

The entire day lingering. 

But how obtuse we are! 

For we do not realise that it is us who trigger it all! 

With our petty groans and whimpers 

Over thing utterly immaterial. 

Instead, what if we said thanks 

For the miracles and the magic in life, 

For all those good days we’ve met 

And be grateful that we’ve fallen into this world! 

Then, trust me, your days will fly by 

More vibrant than the prettiest of rainbows 

For as it has been said, 

You are the Michelangelo of your own life. 

                                                                                                                              Parinitha Maben                

                                                                                                                              Grade XII 



 

                                                     

The Acquisition of the Felines 

 

Jason was no animal lover. When he was eight, Jason had found out, after an unfortunate 

incidence with a neighbour’s poodle, that a dog’s bite can be worse than its bark. Even after the 

physical wounds of this encounter, that involved the animal’s oral cavity, had healed, there was 

a residual dislike, mixed with fear, for all things that crawled, walked, slithered, swam and 

burrowed-in other words, all living creatures with the exception of most human beings. 

‘I’m no animal lover.’ He would say, if somebody rang his doorbell, asking for donations to 

animal shelters. 

‘I’m no animal lover.’ He would say, if his nephew tried to draw his attention to the 

documentary on ants on Animal Planet. 

‘I’m no animal lover.’ He said when two little kittens showed up at his back door one rainy 

night, after the utterance of which he retreated indoors. 

The mewing caused him to vacate his couch and go out again. 

‘Shoo!’ He said. ‘I’m no animal lover. Go find the PETA headquarters or something.’  

He slammed the door and settled down for Arnab Goswami’s heated attack on some 

unfortunate spokesperson. But the second lap of the second’s hand around the eternal track 

brought with it the renewal of the pitiful mewing of the kittens.  

Jason turned on his surround system along with the dynamic bass and raised the volume to a 

little above norms.  

This solved the problem, until he realized that the pizza he had ordered was overdue. It was, in 

fact, 30 minutes past the “30 minutes or free” guarantee. 

A quick call to the involved pizzeria revealed the horror. Over the dog fight on the television set, 

the knocking of the delivery guy had gone unheard.  

He would have to re-place his order. The delay would be an issue of concern to his already-

rumbling-of-hunger stomach. 

Scowling, Jason hastened to place a warm saucer of milk outside his back door and turn down 

the volume before settling down to wait for his food.  



 

                           *                                   *                          * 

He knew he was in trouble when he saw the kittens still present the next morning. Wearied out 

with the extra walks to his door the previous night, Jason gave in to their clamour without fight, 

refilling the saucer he had placed outside.  

With the passing of a week, the presence of these mammals, though far from a warm feeling in 

his heart, became less of a source of irritation than he would have thought possible. It didn’t jar 

upon him as much as it had before, the animals rubbing themselves against his legs when he 

got home from work. He even managed to forget this anomaly in his usually monotonous life 

between meals. 

However, the events that finally melted his heart started with the arrival of a relative. 

In the feared\disliked list discussed earlier, also concurrent with his to-be-avoided list was his 

Aunt Hilda.  

Another incident, this time in college, was the main reason for this less-than-cordial 

relationship.  

Aunt Hilda, surprisingly, for Jason had always considered her closer to their forest-dwelling 

counterparts than the human race, managed to learn the basics of the modern cell-phone. 

With this knowledge began her interference in yet another aspect of Jason’s life.  

When Jason reached home one not-so-fine day, the aunt demanded to know why he had the 

contact number of a girl in his phone. The explanation he supplied- that he was now eighteen 

and free to communicate with unrelated females-not satisfying her, she proceeded to teach her 

nephew a lesson in the manner she deemed fit.  

Jason had had to carry a 6-inch pillow to school for months to sit without pain, and his mother 

had had to go shopping for a new hair-brush. 

Jason’s buttocks still tingled whenever he came within a hundred yards of this blood-relation, 

which he did on this sad day. 

She banged on his front door (She still refused to acknowledge the presence of the doorbell) 

with what seemed like half of China packed into a dozen American Tourister bags. 

On a hesitant enquiry into the purpose of her visit, she stated that she had come to town to 

visit a friend, but the inconsiderate wretch (Her words) had gone around and had a heart 

attack. Since her return flight ticket was for next week, she thought she’d give her nephew the 

pleasure (Again, her word) of having her. 



 

She then settled down in the spare bedroom.  

To avoid another conflict with his aunt, Jason had to forego his usual News hour to make way 

for Hilda’s soppy soaps.  

Twenty-four hours had passed since the arrival of Hilda and Jason was beginning to worry about 

how he would make it through the remainder of the visit. 

It was perhaps these gloomy thoughts that slowed down his reflexes, for as he went out to get 

the newspaper, he was a little too late in closing the door. This allowed one of the two cats that 

had taken up residence within his compound to slip into the house.  

A few minutes later, Jason was startled by what sounded like a full-size truck flipping over. On 

investigation, he found a groaning aunt at the bottom of the stairs and a scared kitten searching 

madly for the exit. 

It became clear to him that his aunt had fallen victim to the cat-at-the-top-of-the-stairs 

accident, and a visit to the doctor revealed a broken leg. 

Aunt Hilda shouted at him for an hour, but thankfully, her broken leg and the want of a hair-

brush saved Jason from a repeat of the buttock incident. 

This was followed by a vow that as long as those hideous beasts remained at his house, she 

wouldn’t step in it.  

If she expected her nephew to square his jaw and drive home with a steely resolve and convey 

to the little furry creatures that they were to find some other residence, she was disappointed 

for he then proceeded to give a touching speech, the finer points of which were lost upon his 

aunt, about how animals should be loved. He even included facts from some middle school 

lessons about the eco-system which he had quite forgotten that he remembered. 

                           *                                   *                          * 

Dev was surprised when, on a visit to his friend Jason, he happened upon two cats. 

‘Why,’ he said, ‘you never struck me as the kind of fellow to keep pets!’  

‘Oh? Why not? Who says I’m no animal lover?’ Jason replies, fondling the cats. 

                                                                                                                               TN Anshumanth Rao 

                                                                                                  Grade XI 

 

 



 

 

                                                                      Being Human 

 

It’s been a while, since I’m cold 

All expect me to be bold 

The fear of losing is my confession 

With a lot of ease, starts my destruction 

Being emotionally drained is not uncommon 

The most difficult task is being human. 

 

If happiness is temporary so must be depression, 

So here I have another confession, 

After every dark night there is a bright day 

Where there is a will, there always is a way. 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                       Laxmi Nayak 

                                                                                                                      Grade XII 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

THE DREADED POEM 

Humans! This is God (yes I am only one!) 

And dare not read any further, if you’re a cardiac 

Patient, for this is not going to be fun.   

And if you’re still reading, then you’re a maniac! 

I’ve got to admit, you’ve got some guts, 

And indeed, you have some brains and “some” brawns. 

Which is why I’ve invented something that’ll drive you nuts, 

And that’ll make you wish that you were a prawn. 

Yes it will hit you right when you think 

That you are safe and enjoying your cup of tea. 

I’ll wait for a few moments to let that sink 

Into that puny heads of yours that you call mighty. 

That’s right, I’ve invented Monday, 

Just to spoil your Sunday!(and rest of the week) 

 

                                                                                                             Vikas S Bhat 

                                                                                                             Grade   XII 

 

 

 



 

 

End to beginning: A journey 

 

I approach to the end of the my poem 

With no ink in my pen, no strength surging 

Dawned to me, there is no place like home. 

All alone after failed attempts of searching 

I reckon, the journey is more important than the end. 

The end to the journey, ever so dissatisfying! 

Reaching out into the depths of that bend 

I’m not going to die, at least without trying! 

But sure gives us thrill and keep us in awe 

For life is futile and short for its span 

A journey i had not wished for 

And this is how it all began. 

 

Top to bottom, I agree is depressing, 

But bottom to top is filled with meaning. 

 

 

                                                                                                             Vikas S Bhat 

                                                                                                             Grade   XII 

 

 



 

 

A simple plan 

Let’s make a plan, 

One that’s between you and me, 

To go away to a faraway land 

A place known for its peace. 

 

This land must be a peaceful hideaway, 

Away from the noises and disturbances of the city, 

For here, this place fills me with dismay, 

As people here act so beastly. 

 

This simple plan may not be simple at all, 

For where on earth, does such a land exist? 

Everyone just wants to fight or brawl, 

Showing their fists than to help or assist. 

 

This poem remains a dream, 

Maybe I thought too extreme, 

It’s paradise in the future, 

But till then this remains a blur. 

                                                                                              Leroy J Dsouza 

                                                                                                             Grade XII 



 

How it is 
By Anshumanth TN Rao 

Grade Xi 
 

 

Unwanted I was thrown out, an useless seed 

After my fruit was eaten, me no one would need; 

Not even a second glance did they throw at me 

For I was just a seed, nothing worth to see; 

 

I lay there, I cried in despair 

For months the soil was my home, my lair; 

One day, on me two leaves sprouted 

Look at me, hey I’m changing, I shouted; 

 

I was a plant, with leaves full of chlorophyll 

I was a seed no longer, I felt the thrill; 

More leaves appeared, I matured and I grew 

 I stood tall, with branches more than just a few; 

 

A gown of leaves and flowers now I wore 

And soon, oh joy! My first fruits I bore; 

Now that their hungry mouths I could feed 

They clambered over me to eat to their greed; 

 

One day my fine wood began to rot 

At the ends of branches grew gnarled knots; 

Life’s coming to a close, it’s time to die 

Life’s coming to an end, have to say goodbye; 

 

That little unwanted seed grew to feed many a mouth 

That tiny fragile seed became a tree so stout; 

Perhaps if they had known what I would have been 

When they walked by, with a little more respect me they would have seen 

 
 



 

                                                            Death before life 

No, you can’t do that 

Kill me for my wrong, 

Kill me for my sin 

But not because I’m a girl; 

A tear rolled, 

A silent gunshot ripped apart my soul, 

Sad, tormented, cheated it feels, 

My heart, so hurt, does nothing but weep. 

I am not born, so innocent 

Yet no hope of life anymore in my soul 

A silent tear drop rolls 

And silently hope for mother to help me. 

An unborn baby girl, so important 

So real so pure 

Is now nothing but ugly, a disease with no cure 

Please no, I will make you proud, 

But these assurances weren’t found  

Ripped apart I was from my mother’s womb 

Gifted death for being a girl. 

No........... 

                                                                                                                         Megha Prabhu 

                                                                                                                        Grade XII 

 



 

 

Service 

By Anshumanth TN Rao 

Grade XI 

The priest with devotion sits 

To good in the manner he sees fit: 

Lamps he lights, 

Bells he rings; 

To behold a sight 

As with devotion he sings. 

But all efforts in vain, 

As no fruits for his pain. 

Nothing more to be told: 

No sign from the heavenly abode 

 

Outside the temple, the free spirit looks 

And sees the truth: Devils, cheats and crooks. 

Religion forgot, 

New principles devised; 

But judge not 

It is only the means revised. 

Here the man he reaches 

But neither prays nor preaches. 

Waits not for from Him an intervention 

For it is action that helps, not blind devotion 

 

 

 

 



 

            

TEMPLE OF KNOWLEDGE 

By Anshumanth TN   

Grade XI             

 

In education the best 

Standards we set. 

To prepare for life 

Our students, we strive. 

We teach to question 

To use discretion, 

Them friends we make 

Stereotypes we break. 

 

Yes, on stage, applause demand 

But every-day, reprimand! 

 

Ask not why 

You wear a tie! 

Write what is in the book, 

Think not deeply, deeply not look. 

Speak not, be silent, 
 



 

                                                                       A twist in the tale 

 

Walking home from a stressful day, 

Thinking about all the chore to finish that day, 

A hoarse voice called out to me, 

I turned all around to see. 

A strange old man, who couldn’t arrange the oranges he sold 

But challenged me to do so. 

My feet forced themselves forward, 

To find him blind, 

He thanked me for being so kind 

It made me grateful of the gifts I had,  

Made me realise, incidents 

That inspire you to change come once 

In a blue moon 

You don’t forget ‘em too soon. 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                 Yashswini  and  Razina 

                                                                                                 Grade XI 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

 



 

                                                                       

                                                                    A good friend 

 

 

To a friend 

A friend is someone who is with everything you do, 

A friend is someone who joins hands with you during good and bad times  

A friend is someone who understands you, 

A friend is someone who tells you a truth about yourself, 

A friend is someone who does not compete with you, 

A friend is someone who is happy for you, 

When things go well 

A friend is someone who tries to cheer you up 

When things don’t go well, 

A friend is part of tour life without whom you are incomplete. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                            Deeksha Pai 

                                                                                                                                            Grade XII 

 



 

The Downpour 

One day while I was sleeping, 

I heard a heavy sound, 

I looked and saw it was raining, 

And thundering like a hungry hound! 

 

I jumped out of my bed, 

Happy and so I said, 

Today is a great day, 

For it’s today in the rain I’ll play! 

 

So I ran out of my house, 

To greet the first monsoon shower, 

Only to be sent back like a mouse, 

For my parents said play in the rain never! 

 

So I stayed in my room with sorrow, 

Hoping that it will rain tomorrow, 

So here I stay, watching the downpour, 

And wonder in awe as it roars. 

                                                                                     Leroy J Dsouza 

                                                                                                                             Grade XII 



 

Clutch at straws 

 

At times, our dreams do fail, 

We want to run, to turn tail, 

Seems impossible to fight any more 

Verge of defeat, bruised and sore; 

 

Tempted to throw your hat in the ring, 

When you find yourself forgetting 

That it is darkest before dawn 

And there’s nowhere to go but on; 

Go left if nothing goes right, 

Even if blinded, don’t lose sight 

Of yourself, don’t forget who you are 

You can go further if you’ve made it this far. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                               Anshumanth TN Rao 

                                                                                                         Grade XI  

 

 

 

                                                                        



 

This is NOT A POEM 

 

People believe that writing poems is easy. 

That there’s no stress, and that it comes naturally. 

But, I tell you, all that is false. 

Writing poems is a difficult clause! 

 

First, you need a good topic, 

For without one, you can’t write your classic! 

Then a rhyming scheme is what you need, 

To make your poem more poetic and interesting to read 

 

Next, you need to write down a few verses, 

Be careful here, otherwise you’ll get curses! 

Follow these steps, and write a poem, my friend, 

Pretty sooner or later, you’ll know, it’s a dead end! 

 

                                                                                                                                       Leroy J Dsouza 

                                                                                                                                       Grade XII 

 
 
 
 
 



 

North-East beckons 

A trip down memory lane, not long back did I go to the North East of India. The 

whole point in undertaking the trip was to experience the breath-taking Meter- Gauge 

(MG) line that connects or rather connected Lumding in lower Assam to Agartala 

down the Cachar hills, in the plains bordering Bangladesh. Agartala is the capital of 

the Indian state of Tripura and it was not long back that Tripura came into the Railway 

map and  it was not long back  that this line was closed for gauge conversion,Yes,for 

the big brother Broad Gauge to take over, promising faster and better connectivity 

with the rest of the subcontinent. 

Historically, the meter gauge line from Lumding had a very significant role in the pre-

independence days. It was the major mode of trans-shipment of goods during that 

period. The mammoth task of building a railway line through one of the dangerous 

and impenetrable jungles of India was really extraordinary. One has to experience it 

first hand to appreciate what is being said. The work began in the early 1890’s and 

took roughly 10+ years to get completed. The chief intention behind this project was 

to ship bamboo by rail, extensively grown in Assam to places to the south and 

Bangladesh. 

The thought of paying a visit to the NE had for a long time lingered in my mind. 

Never did I get a chance to accomplish that until in May 2014. 

We(my family)  charted a trip by flight to the NE.Flights are the most preferable 

means because it would reduce travel time more than three quarters, I was a little 

apprehensive at first because the part of NE that we were going to travel did not have 

good reputation on safety. Trains travelled through insurgency infested areas and have 

at times fallen to the miseries of the insurgent outfits. By the time we framed our 

plans, the 2nd AC coach had already been booked to capacity. But I reasoned myself 

that to enjoy the natural beauty on offer to the fullest extent, sleeper class 

accommodation would be advantageous. 

We arrived at Agartala International Airport one pleasant evening of May 2014.It took 

us 5 hours of air journey to reach there. We were excited as it was our first visit to 

Tripura. We hailed a cab, an aging Omni. 

Agartala, a sleepy city on the banks of river Howrah, was the capital of the erstwhile 

kingdom of Tipperah. Our age old Omni gave off all kinds of queer sounds during the 



 

journey to our hotel, nevertheless we had chosen one of the ‘in shape’ looking taxis in 

the airport. I was tad skeptic on knowing that majority of the so called international 

hotels were sub standard in comparison to the hotels in other capital cities. We were 

greeted by Mr. Das, a Bengali who was a native of TR; he was one of my father’s 

company’s employees. 

The first thing that crossed on our mind was to check for vegetarian hotels as I had 

read in the tourist books, Tripura is predominantly a meat eating state. On enquiring 

we found a Marwari hotel at walk able distance from our place of stay across the 

street. While the food provided at the hotel was delicious, it brought back the taste of 

Rajasthani food items I had relished at Udaipur back to my taste buds. 

The following day our intention was to go to Mata Bari temple, Neer mahal palace 

and Ujjayanta palace. The next morning dawned bright and sunny and we caught a 

cab to visit these places all at a radius less than 60kms while the Ujjayanta palace is 

only a stone’s throw from our hotel. 

Enroute to Udaipur (not the one in Rajasthan but the one in Tripura ),  I saw 

noticeable presence of military in this region owing to the large areas the NE states 

share with other countries. Another possible reason could the regular conflicts 

between the umpteen tribals who dwell this region. The road navigates through some 

really picturesque terrains. Small green paddy fields with grazing cattle and 

occasional appearances of isolated hillocks added to the beauty. 

Mata Bari Temple is one of those temples where animal sacrifice is still in practice. 

Though it is heart breaking to see goats and cows lined up for their turn to face the 

axe, however with so many people shedding their faith on this practice, it makes it 

difficult for animal activists to cease this practice to an end. 

We boarded a boat for Neer Mahal, a spectacular looking palace standing smack at the 

middle of a lake barely a few meters away from the international border between 

Bangladesh and India .It is a palace that possess rich heritage; moreover the palace 

boasts of having sheltered Rabindranath Tagore during one of his visits to Tripura a 

century back. 

On our last day of stay at Tripura,we were greeted with heavy torrential rainfall. It 

rained cats and dogs that day raising suspicion as to whether it will transform into a 

cyclone; which could have a devastating impact on the city. We departed for the 



 

Agartala railway station to board the down 15696 Agartala Lumding Express at 14:00 

hours . 

The Agartala Railway station,built in 2008 as a part of the railway project to expand 

the  network in the state, sports a station building that replicates the Ujjayanta Palace 

of the city. The station was astray from the city by about 5 kms located at its outskirts. 

Upon entering the station I was flooded with euphoria because I was getting a chance 

to fulfill a long standing dream of traveling on the famed Lumding-Silchar Route at a 

time when the Meter Gauge is alive. The station was soaked with the unforgiving 

rains that had fallen in the morning and much to our fury , was very crowded.The 

skies grew dark and dark clouds hovered over our heads heralding the approach of a 

storm. These obstructions could in no way dampen my spirits as I sprinted to the 

platform No 2 of the station. While I climbed the ROB I could hear the   sweet sound 

of running diesel engine of a YDM4,It was the 4 hour late Silchar-Agartala pulling 

into the station.To our dismay, we were told that our train was late,but for how long, 

nobody  including the Station Master knew it. 

After an endless wait of 3 hours we heard the distant honk of a train approaching .It 

was our train. Onboard the train we prepared for the night. Our train was headed by a 

murky navy blue coloured YDM4 6747 from the LMG DLS. One thing that I would 

like to mention is that these Meter gauge coaches still used those sodium vapor lamps 

for lighting unlike their BG counterparts who had switched over to fluorescent lamps 

decades back. This shows the utter negligence from the railway authorities when it 

comes to maintenance of the old and dying MG rolling stock. 

We left Agartala(AGTL)  at  19:30 hours 3 and half hours behind schedule.I no longer 

cared about the delays,the more the train got delayed the better it will be;because it 

gives  me a chance to see more of the scenic route in the day light. 

It started to rain heavily and  the shutters were down.we went to sleep for the 

night.Around midnight,I remember waking up at Ambassa to the sound of roaring 

YDM4 with the 2 hour late Dharmanagar- Agartala Passenger. Again at 2 ‘o clock in 

the morning I was woken up by my father at Kumarghat where we learnt from a co 

passenger that the delays of trains were due to a landslide between Manu and 

Kumarghat. We met and crossed a double headed freight after an inordinately long 

wait of 30 mins. 



 

I woke up rather energetically at 6:00 in the morning and had some biscuits. It was 

raining outside and I impatiently ran to the door to get a glimpse of the terrain through 

which we were traversing and I was awestruck on seeing the splendid view outside. 

Green, inhospitable jungle with dense foliage. The Barail ranges were living upto its 

name of being a place of magnificent scenic beauty .The pace seemed to be quite low, 

about 15-20kmph and we slowly arrived at Harangajao,an affair of 3 loops and a 

platform. We crossed yet another freight of BRNA wagons carrying bamboo. After a 

continues run for 45 minutes we crossed Migrendisa, a place where terrorists had 

many a times attacked and fired at trains in the past. Although the station bore a 

mystic look its past was far from mystic.  

We rolled into Lumding station 15 hours after boarding the train at AGTL.Lumding 

station is the headquarters of North East Frontier railway division.The station also 

houses a sprawling diesel loco shed and a wagon repair workshop.I had seen a lot 

photos of this station and the Lumding Badarpur Hill railway since my childhood and 

It was the moment I had yearned for.Now that I could experience it all by myself I felt 

contented just because I had undertaken the trip while this section was Meter gauge.  

 

Vivek R Bhattathiripad 
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Mentalism 
  
Aimlessly surfing YouTube one day for something entertaining to watch I came across some 
videos of this famous “Mentalist” Keith Barry with such mind-boggling tricks and amazing mind 
reading skills that the he has freaked out every single person he has worked his skills on. His 
techniques are so fool proof and genuine that there is no way in which someone can think of 
how he does his “brain magic”. If you’re wondering, this isn’t the ordinary sort of magic, which 
involves stuff like pulling a rabbit out of a hat. One of his tricks was reading a person’s ATM 
number by just asking someone to visualize it in his/her head (which totally freaked some 
people out after all its money that’s in there!), and believe it or not, he wore a completely fool 
proof blindfold and claimed to be able to see through another person’s eyes (clairvoyance) and 
how did he prove this? – he drove a car blindfolded with the other person sitting next to him. 
Apparently he was able to see the road ahead through his partner’s eyes! 
  
Is all of this really brain magic or simply the wizardry of mentalists named Keith Barry, Theodore 
Anneman or Burling Hall? Oh wait, did Patrick Jane come to your mind too? 
Is it really Brain magic or simple misdirection? 
Mentalism is a performing art in which its practitioners, known as mentalists, appear to 
demonstrate highly developed mental or intuitive abilities. Performances may appear to 
include hypnosis, telepathy, clairvoyance, etc. 
  
Modern day mentalism is largely based on what is called non-verbal communication – the fact 
the large part of what people communicate to another person is not by what they speak but by 
the non-verbal components such as pitch, stress, voice quality, intonation, etc. and it is this that 
most mind readers or hypnotists take advantage of. Even when we do not verbally 
communicate something, we are in reality giving away a lot of information by such non-verbal 
components unconsciously. 
Being able to read body language and understand it well is one of the secrets behind a 
mentalist's gift. They are able to interpret body language in order to read minds. If their subject 
displays certain expressions, or involuntary gestures, a mentalist can interpret that to find out 
whether their readings are correct in reality, or whether they need to dig deeper into reading 
the persons mind. Changes in the tone or speech and even a person's eyes can help one 
understand whether one is on the right track or not. It is not just people, but writings and 
immaterial objects that mentalists can decipher. 
  
Thus mentalism, even though is something that is really a mind blowing thing and despite the 
fact that most of the things a mentalist can do seems to be out of the world, most of it basically 
involves influencing the mind of the subject by highly practiced and researched techniques 
without the subject’s knowledge. So, the next time you speak to somebody you better be 
careful for you do not know who a mentalist is and who is not! 

  
                                                                                                                                                    Parinitha Maben 
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SOS from LOL 

To those wondering, the title is ‘Save Our Souls’ from ‘Laughing Out Loudly.’ 

These two short forms are from two different time periods. Can you say to which one you 

belong to? 

The main reason why I am writing this article is to express my opinion regarding the current 

generation’s obsession in SMS language or ‘slang’, and also to give some article for the school 

or college magazine. 

When you look at how today’s generation socializes, it is remarkably fast, cheap and 

unfortunately impersonal. 

Many people believe that, as a teenager, I chat a lot online, using slangs and emotions, and 

have no appreciation of personal interaction. Well, I tell them, that’s not true. 

I do chat online. However it is limited due to an over-use of short forms and slangs that don’t 

make sense. 

There are many who type ‘ma’ instead of ‘my’ and ‘cng’ for ‘coming’! 

Try understanding this sentence: 

I br b in 5m. Y u no ansr ma cll? R u sd : c? K ttyl tc lol ! 

To the ‘outdated’ people it would seem like the Nazis are rising with a new cryptic language! 

But for the genX or generationX it would translate to: 

I’ll be right back in 5 minutes. Why aren’t you answering my call? Are you sad? Okay talk to you 

later. Take care. 

While this type of language is okay during chatting with friends and family, it is NOT OKAY to 

use this type while writing or typing something formal or official. 

I have seen many students who complain that English exams are really tough, and study it as if 

they were studying Math or Science! One main reason for this is because of an overuse of 

slangs and short forms while writing, which makes it difficult for them to judge between a 

friendly SMS and an important examination!  

Practice proper English please! 

A simple sentence with the wrong grammar or spelling can mean a lot more different. 



 

‘Let’s Eat Dad!’ and ‘let’s eat, Dad!  can save lives literally. 

So, I conclude by saying, let’s not insult the literacy greats of our English language with the 

overuse of this ‘modern’ English. 

Let’s practice proper English ! 

PS: if u reed tis fol para, witout prblm, u r vry awsme! 

 

                                                                                                                            Leroy J Dsouza 

                                                                                                                                       Grade XII 

 

Troubled life 

A life so strange, which once lost nothing, can be changed, 

Left with remorse and regrets, 

With no source of love, but every drop of revenge, 

Which turns a heart so hoarse, that takes 

Every step of it as a challenge. 

 

Troubles which attack  like spores, when there is no ray of hope, 

Life reaches a new stage,  

Where things get difficult to manage. 

                                                                                Wynonna, Sumayya and Aashika 
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Ailing Planet 

Yes! The world looked a bit strange 

Maybe it had a greater challenge 

It may have changed its course 

After all it was tired of its chores 

The humans have caused a loss of resource 

The nature’s lap was filled with remorse 

The men had possessed a greater force 

As a matter of fact nature found it hard to manage 

A situation will arise when the earth will avenge 

Finally it’s our duty to bring a CHANGE!                                                 Swastik and  Rohit 

                                                                                                                         Grade XI 

A new day 

Waking up at the crack of dawn 

What I see with the curtains drawn 

Is the sun as bright as orange 

Marking the beginning of another new challenge 

 

With all of yesterday’s tiredness gone 

‘cause of the sweet song of birds  

The day feels new and strange 

And I look up to reach a new range just for a change. 

                                                                                                Bhakthi and Megha 

                                                                                                Grade XI 



 

 

Mother – Gift from God 

A mother gives birth to child with almost care 

With no regret and no despair 

Although she bears lot of pain 

But never allows that pain go in a vain. 

 

She is a wonderful gift from God 

Who is ever ready to help her child with armour and sword 

She encourages her child with a bless 

Atleast the child is a piece of her own flesh. 

 

Mother is the one who loves her child from core of her heart 

She is ready to face obstacles which try to make her  

And her child apart 

The bonding between them is so amazing 

Like a poem which is very soothing and mesmerizing. 

 

The relationship can never be defined 

As the heart of both is crystal clear and very refined, 

Mother is a well wisher and a future of the child, 

as her place cannot be replaced by anyone else in this whole life. 

                                                                                                          Nidhi Shenvi 
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Friendship 

We fight, we shout, we cry, we complain 

But still we have always been together 

No matter what the reason was 

We have always been together in all the situations, 

Maybe happiness or sadness! 

 

It is that bond which had kept us together 

All these years! 

Whenever we fight, at the end each one of them 

Come together and say sorry in a very sweet way. 

Yes! This is called friendship! 

 

Very rarely you get to see two best friends 

Closeness in your friendship never comes 

Faster unless you trust each other or you know 

The importance of friendship. 

 

Only a best friend can stay in your life  

Till your last breath 

Life without a very close friend is same as sitting in a darkroom 

Without a light! 

                                                                                                                     Nirathya Kamath 
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RIOT OF COLOURS 
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